
 
SUGGESTED ANALYTICAL ASSESSMENTS 
 

1. Read the review of "Create Dangerously" from The New York Times (included in Print Resources) 
Respond to the review: Do you agree or disagree with their statements? 

 
2. Variation on #1 – Read the excerpt from the book review below: 

 
By the end of this section we are not sure what field we are in: Haitian history, personal 

memoir, anthropology, comp lit or religious studies. But that is as it should be. What is 

worthy is Danticat’s passion for her subject. What is revealing is the way she sees her 

themes of exile, banishment, emigration and — most important — return, everywhere, 

along with their implications and consequences. A writer truly and meaningfully immersed 

in her work is like a paranoid person: every piece of experience seems to echo back to her 

the subject of her work. So it is with Danticat. 
 
 Choose one of the underlying themes listed and identify what you think Danticat’s central message  

about this theme is. Support your thesis with ample support from the text. 
Added prompt: Which literary field does Danticat rely on to present this theme? Explain why you 
think she chose this literary field – how does it get her message across? 

 
3. Read the Tracy Kidder article “Country Without A Net” (included in Print Resources). What ideas 

about Haiti do Kidder and Danticat have in common? Identify their shared beliefs, and analyze how 
their different styles of writing communicate those beliefs to the reader.  

 
4. Danticat writes that those who are forced to live dangerously must also “create dangerously.” What 

work of art (visual, written, musical, multimedia, etc.) do you think is an example of her claim? 
Explain with support from her essay “create dangerously.” 

 
5.  Danticat shares many details about her own life and family in the book. Pick two moments to 

analyze. Do you think her use of personal narrative is effective? Why or why not?



 

 
SUGGESTED CREATIVE ASSESSMENTS 
 

1. In the essays “The Other Side of the Water” and also “Walk Straight,” Danticat deals with the news 
and aftermath of a family member’s death. Write a short essay about the death of a member of 
your own family. Danticat carefully tells an unsweetened version of her family’s story while still 
giving respect to both the living and the dead – think carefully about how you will do this in your 
own work. 
 

2. Danticat writes extensively about art that portrays catastrophe, and how it can be a healing process 
for both the artist and those who view the work. Take some time to view and learn about 
“Guernica,” the painting by Pablo Picasso: 

Treasures of the World: Guernica 
http://www.pbs.org/treasuresoftheworld/a_nav/guernica_nav/main_guerfrm.html 
Brief overview and investigation of Picasso’s painting commemorating the Spanish Civil 
War. 
Large image of the painting available here: 
http://www.oneonta.edu/faculty/farberas/arth/Images/110images/sl24_images/guernica_det
ails/guernica_all.jpg 

 
Take a look also at the photojournalism of Daniel Morel: 

Showcase: This Isn’t Show Business 
http://lens.blogs.nytimes.com/2010/01/27/showcase-117/ 

 
What needs to be witnessed and memorialized today? Create your own visual representation of a 
catastrophe of our time. 

 
3. In the essay “Daughters of Memory,” Danticat describes the books that inspired her to become an 

author – and also her frustrations with learning to read French in class. Write a personal essay that 
connects to one or both of these experiences. What has inspired you to learn, and what has turned 
you off from learning?  
 

4. In the literary compilation “Haiti in Ink and Tears” (see Print Resources), several different authors 
had excerpts based on nine different themes. Pick three to read and reflect on, and then write 
companion pieces that reflect your own life and community. Your works can be narrative, dialogue-
based, poetic, fictional or true – just like the different pieces in the compilation. Variation: Use a 
photo gallery of Haiti (see Online Resources) to find further inspiration on the themes. 
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